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BACKGROUND: Difference in pulse pressure (dPP) reliably predicts fluid responsive-
ness in patients. We have developed a respiratory variation (RV) monitoring device
(RV monitor), which continuously records both airway pressure and arterial blood
pressure (ABP). We compared the RV monitor measurements with manual dPP
measurements.
METHODS: ABP and airway pressure (PAW) from 24 patients were recorded. Data
were fed to the RV monitor to calculate dPP and systolic pressure variation in two
different ways: (a) considering both ABP and PAW (RV algorithm) and (b) ABP
only (RVslim algorithm). Additionally, ABP and PAW were recorded intraopera-
tively in 10-min intervals for later calculation of dPP by manual assessment.
Interobserver variability was determined. Manual dPP assessments were used for
comparison with automated measurements. To estimate the importance of the
PAW signal, RVslim measurements were compared with RV measurements.
RESULTS: For the 24 patients, 174 measurements (6–10 per patient) were recorded.
Six observers assessed dPP manually in the first 8 patients (10-min interval, 53
measurements); no interobserver variability occurred using a computer-assisted
method. Bland-Altman analysis showed acceptable bias and limits of agreement of
the 2 automated methods compared with the manual method (RV: �0.33% � 8.72%
and RVslim: �1.74% � 7.97%). The difference between RV measurements and
RVslim measurements is small (bias �1.05%, limits of agreement 5.67%).
CONCLUSIONS: Measurements of the automated device are comparable with mea-
surements obtained by human observers, who use a computer-assisted method.
The importance of the PAW signal is questionable.
(Anesth Analg 2009;108:1823–9)

Maintenance of a normal intravascular volume is
important in the perioperative period, as ventricular
preload defines ventricular stroke volume.1 Hypovole-
mia is associated with significant increases in morbidity
and mortality,2 an increase in perioperative complica-
tions, and increased length of hospital stay.3 However,
two studies concluded that restrictive intraoperative
fluid management may be beneficial.4,5

A variety of indices have been used to predict preload
reserve and fluid responsiveness.6 Dynamic measure-
ments show promise to reliably distinguish between
responders and nonresponders to fluid challenge, and
thus permit titration of fluids according to clinical needs.

The expected hemodynamic benefit of intravascular
volume expansion is an increase in left ventricular stroke
volume, and hence in cardiac output. A patient is a
“responder” to volume expansion only if both ventricles
operate on the ascending portion of the Frank-Starling
curve (biventricular preload dependence). In contrast, if
one ventricle or both ventricles operate on the flat
portion of the curve, the patient is a “non-responder”
(i.e., cardiac output will not increase significantly in
response to volume expansion).

A simple standard monitoring device such as an
arterial line is sufficient to discriminate between volume
responders and nonresponders.7 Using receiver operat-
ing curve analysis, Michard et al.7 showed a difference in
pulse pressure (dPP) to be superior to systolic pressure
variation (SPV), right atrial pressure, and pulmonary
artery occlusion pressure, respectively, in discriminating
responders from nonresponders in septic intensive care
unit patients. The observation of dPP being superior to
other variables in predicting fluid responsiveness has
been confirmed in cardiac surgery patients,8,9 and he-
patic surgery patients.10
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However, traditional methods of calculating SPV
and dPP are cumbersome, and thus not suitable for
the clinical environment. Consequently, the automatic
calculation of arterial blood pressure (ABP) variations
by a reproducible and continuously available monitor
would be helpful.

We hypothesized that data derived from a respira-
tory variation (RV) algorithm are of equal quality
compared with manually assessed values. Conse-
quently, the first goal of this trial was to quantify the
interobserver variability of the manually assessed dPP
values for further interpretation of the RV algorithm
validation data. The main goal of this study was to
validate our algorithms (RV and RVslim) comparing its
dPP and SPV values derived from the 10-min interval
sequences of the ABP and airway pressure (PAW)
signals with manually calculated dPP and SPV values.
Finally, the third goal was to quantify the effect of
including the PAW signal for exact detection of the
inspiration and expiration phases versus the detection
of the respiration cycle from the ABP signal alone.

METHODS
Clinical Study Design

After IRB approval, data from 24 ASA physical
status I to III adult patients undergoing major abdomi-
nal surgery were obtained. Exclusion criteria were a
history of coronary artery disease, cardiac failure,
renal disease, or age older than 80 yr.

All patients received 7.5 mg midazolam orally 30 to
60 min before surgery. Standard monitoring with
electrocardiogram, pulse oximeter, and noninvasive
ABP monitoring was used. An IV catheter was placed
in a forearm vein for drug and fluid administration.
Anesthesia care, including fluid management was
guided according to standard practice. Patients’ lungs
were ventilated in a volume-controlled mode with a
tidal volume of 8–10 mL/kg and a positive end-
expiratory pressure of 5 mm Hg. After induction, an
arterial catheter (20 G arterial cannula with FloSwitch,
Becton Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ)
was inserted at the wrist of the nondominant hand as
part of the standard anesthesia procedure. ABP was
derived from a bifurcated pressure transducer (TruWave
Disposable Pressure Transducer, Edwards Lifesciences,
Irvine, CA): the first transducer was connected to the
standard operating room (OR) patient monitor (S/5
Anesthesia Monitoring System, GE Healthcare, Madi-
son, WI), and the second one was used for data
recording with the experimental system based on an
AS/3 Anesthesia Monitoring System (GE Healthcare,
Madison, WI). Patients were connected to the experi-
mental data recording system running the RV algo-
rithm during surgery. To obtain respiratory pressure,
we inserted a spirometry sensor between the endotra-
cheal tube and the Y-piece of the respirator.

Data Collection
For safety reasons, the evaluation of the RV algo-

rithms ran in parallel to, and was completely indepen-
dent of, the clinical patient monitoring system. In this
strictly observational study, dPP data were not acces-
sible by the attending anesthesiologist.

Both SPV and dPP are defined to be calculated over
one respiratory cycle.7,11 Therefore, we recorded the
PAW signal. However, it is not known whether PAW
recording is mandatory to achieve reproducible re-
sults. Therefore, our software algorithm continuously
and automatically assesses dPP and SPV in two dif-
ferent ways: The RV version considers both the ABP
and PAW signals, whereas the light version RVslim

considers only the ABP signal. To gain acceptance, our
RV algorithms need to track differences in ABP varia-
tions accurately, display dPP values continuously and
perform reproducibly in an OR environment. The
patient data were drawn from the analog output of the
anesthesia monitor.

Evaluating the Reference Method
We defined the manual determination/calculation

method as the reference standard for dPP and SPV
analysis. For the manual assessment, sequences of 30 s
containing ABP and PAW waveforms were generated
from the continuously recorded study data. During
surgery, every 10 min a 30-s sequence of the arterial
waveform was printed.

To determine the quality of the manual dPP assess-
ment, two methods were compared: (a) Paper method:
the 30 s sequences were printed and within a valid
respiration cycle the values for PPmax und PPmin
were measured using a ruler (StripChart-Method); (b)
Computer-assisted method: a graphical user interface
was used to present the sequences and within a valid
respiration cycle the four values required to calculate
dPP were marked using the computer mouse
(PointAndClick-Method).

For the determination of the interobserver agree-
ment, six experienced anesthesiologists not involved
with the study independently assessed dPP values
manually using the StripChart-Method and the
PointAndClick-Method. The interobserver agreement
was analyzed by a two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) F-test with the two factors “observer” and
“experiment” (recorded sequences for both methods:
StripChart-Method and PointAndClick-Method). The
“observer” coefficients of the ANOVA model were
calculated to show the closeness of agreement among
raters. As an estimate of the “true” dPP value, the
mean of each experiment was used. The sum of
squared residuals (SSR) for each observer was calcu-
lated. The mean (SSR) of the observers was compared
with the SSR value relative to the RV algorithm.

The method with the higher interobserver agree-
ment was used as the reference method.
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Data Analysis
RV and RVslim were compared with the reference

method. For statistical analysis we used measures of
bias, precision and limits of agreement as proposed by
Bland and Altman to compare two methods of mea-
surement.12 Bias, being calculated as the mean differ-
ence between two measurement methods, was defined
as the mean value of the differences between each
method. Limits of agreement are defined as bias �2
SD according to Bland and Altman.12 We considered
the methods to be interchangeable if the limits of
agreement were smaller than �10% for dPP and �10
mm Hg for SPV.

Importance of the PAW Signal
Our RV algorithm software calculates dPP and SPV in

two different ways: (a) parameters breath-by-breath, by
processing ABP and PAW continuously (RV) and (b) by
processing ABP signal continuously, where the respira-
tory pressure variation is used to detect the breathing
cycle (RVslim). Parameters of the last detected breathing
cycle and the trend parameters are shown in the user
interface (Fig. 1). Details of the RV algorithm are ex-
plained in the Appendix.

The impact of considering the PAW signal was
examined using measures of bias and limits of agree-
ment between RV and RVslim as proposed by Bland
and Altman.12

RESULTS
In 24 patients (ASA/PS I–III), 174 measurement

sequences of dPP and SPV were obtained, leading to
a total data recording time of more than 33 h. The
mean duration for each patient was 83 [range:
70 –115] min, corresponding to an average of 7
[range: 6 –10] performed measurements.

Interobserver variability was analyzed in the first
eight patients, with dPP assessments performed by
six experienced anesthesiologists not involved in
the study. For both manual methods the 53 mea-
surements obtained were considered in the statisti-
cal analysis.

No interobserver variability was shown by two-
way ANOVA for the PointAndClick-Method (P �
0.32), whereas a significant interobserver variability
occurred using the StripChart-Method (P � 0.001).
Based on these results, PointAndClick-Method was
used as the manual reference method for the algo-
rithm evaluation. The ANOVA model coefficients
compared with “observer one” are shown in the first
line of Table 1. The average SSR for the observers
is 178.0 � 77.8, compared with 121.6 for the RV
algorithm.

Comparing dPP, Bland Altman analysis showed
for Manual versus RV a bias of �0.33% � 8.72% and
for Manual versus Rvslim �1.74% � 7.97%. The
self-defined limits of agreement were kept for dPP

Figure 1. Respiratory variation (RV) monitor graphical user interface: input signal validation (region A, bottom). Last detected
respiration cycle and the corresponding arterial blood pressure (ABP) signal is shown in middle-left part (region B, top left).
Breath by breath values of differences in pulse pressure (dPP) and systolic pressure variation (SPV) are presented numerically
(above graph in region B) and in a trend graph (region C, top right).
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whereas the limiting value was exceeded by SPV
(Table 2 and Fig. 2).

Measurements of the consideration (RV) or omis-
sion (RVslim) of the PAW signal showed for dPP a bias
of �1.05% � 5.67% and for SPV 0.45 � 2.51 mm Hg.

DISCUSSION
We tested and evaluated a RV monitor to assess

dPP continuously at the bedside. As a manual refer-
ence method, we found the PointAndClick-Method to
be preferable to the StripChart-Method. The studied
automated RV monitor achieves similar results com-
pared with the manual PointAndClick-Method. As-
sessing PAWs to define inspiration and expiration
does not seem to be a prerequisite for precise
measurements.

In a landmark study, Perel et al.11 showed respi-
ratory changes in ABP to be a sensitive indicator of
hypovolemia. Dogs were subjected to graded hem-
orrhage of up to 30% of blood volume and consecu-
tive retransfusion. SPV and its components �up (the
difference between maximal and apnea systolic
blood pressure) and �down (the difference between
minimal and apnea systolic blood pressure), were
studied. While SPV and �down showed a good
correlation with hemorrhage, �up compared less
favorably. However, the SPV and its �down-
component induced by mechanical ventilation re-
sults not only from changes in aortic transmural
pressure (mainly related to changes in left ventricular
stroke volume), but also from changes in extramural
pressure (i.e., from changes in pleural pressure).13,14 To
minimize the impact of this confounding variable, it was
suggested that dPP be used for assessing respiratory
changes of the arterial waveform, because SPV is a less
specific indicator of changes in left ventricular stroke
volume.7

Although dPP measurements are simple, off-line
calculation has limited its use in the OR. To counter-
balance fluid loss due to preoperative fluid deficits,
insensible fluid loss and bleeding, the anesthesiologist
is dependent on monitoring systems that detect
changes rapidly to guide fluid management. There-
fore, an online system to continuously monitor dPP at
the bedside has been presented.15 Based on this sys-
tem, our RV algorithm was developed. As we have
shown that dPP values displayed by the RV monitor
are reproducible, we now have appropriate technol-
ogy at hand to perform future studies testing the
usefulness and benefits of dPP monitoring in the OR.

Recently, several reports of automated measure-
ments of RVs of the arterial waveform have been
presented. Buettner et al.16 studied 80 patients un-
dergoing major abdominal surgery and compared a
group receiving standard fluid management to a
study group with fluid management driven by
SPV. SPV measurements and components of SPV
(�up and �down) were calculated by a software
developed by one of the authors on top of a
commercially available monitor. The components of
SPV (�up and �down) were calculated every 15 min
after an apnea phase of 8 s. However, several
studies7–9 showed dPP to be superior to SPV in
predicting fluid responsiveness. We consider a 15-min
interval to be rather long in an environment like the OR
with rapidly changing patient conditions.

A continuous measurement of dPP was presented17

in a study enrolling 25 patients for cardiac surgery.
Calculation of dPP was performed by an algorithm
involving 7 consecutive steps, based on automatic
detection algorithms, kernel smoothing and rank-
order files. In an accompanying editorial,18 this algo-
rithm was considered to be “complex,” and it was
doubted that a true automation of manually assessed
dPP values was presented. Indeed, Cannesson et al.17

did not expect automated measurements to be the
same as manual measurements, as manual measure-
ments are performed over one respiratory cycle,
whereas automated measurements were performed
over a longer period. In our study, comparison of
mean values of manually assessed dPP
(PointAndClick-Method) and automated dPP mea-
surements match well. However, limits of agreement
between the two methods is rather large (Table 2).

A different method of automated calculation of dPP
was used in 59 patients studied postoperatively.19

Here, the mean value of dPP was calculated over three

Table 1. Interobserver Variability of the Manual PointAndClick-Method: Two-way ANOVA Coefficient Relative to Observer One and
Sum of Squared Residuals (SSR)

Observer 1 2 3 4 5 6 RV algorithm
ANOVAcoeff 0.0 �0.2 �0.6 �0.2 �0.8 �0.3
SSR 132.2 121.0 312.3 122.9 147.5 231.9 121.6
ANOVA � analysis of variance; SR � sum of squared residuals.

Table 2. Bland Altman Results for dPP and SPV Data

Device Bias � limits of agreement (2 sd)
Manual vs RV

dPP (%) �0.33 � 8.72
SPV (mm Hg) 4.29 � 6.62

Manual vs RVslim
dPP (%) �1.74 � 7.97
SPV (mm Hg) 4.72 � 7.00

Manual � PointAndClick-Method; RV � respiratory variation algorithm with airway pressure
monitoring; RVslim � respiratory variation algorithm without airway pressure monitoring;
dPP � differences in pulse pressure; SPV � systolic pressure variation.
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consecutive periods of 10 respiratory cycles. The au-
thors used mainstream capnography to determine a
respiratory cycle. They consider this determination to
be important for assessing correct dPP values. We use
side-stream capnography in our RV monitor, which is
more prevalent in clinical practice. In agreement with
Auler et al.,19 we do believe that knowledge of the
respiratory phase should be important to assess dPP
correctly. However, our automated assessments of
dPP without measuring the respiratory cycle using a
PAW signal (RVslim) showed comparable results to the
assessment of dPP with consideration of the respira-
tory cycle (RV). This finding supports the standpoint
of Buettner et al.16 and Cannesson et al.,17 who con-
sider monitoring of the respiratory phase to be negli-
gible in assessing dPP. Future studies need to address
this open question.

One limitation of the present study is the lack of
patients with severe cardiac or renal disease. This group
of patients would benefit most if fluid management
could be titrated to avoid both fluid deficiency and fluid
overload. However, the goals of our study were a
description of an automated measurement device for
dPP and SPV. Therefore, we consider the exclusion of
high-risk patients in this kind of study to be acceptable.

A second limitation is the need for invasive ABP
monitoring. First reports describe monitoring devices
for heart-lung interaction that are based on plethys-
mography.20,21 This technology shows promise, and

awaits further trials. At present, however, we consider
arterial monitoring together with sinus rhythm and
volume-controlled ventilation with a tidal volume �8
mL/kg to be mandatory to obtain reproducible auto-
mated measurement values for dPP and SPV.

Finally, there is no true “gold standard” for evalu-
ating automated measurements. We compared the
results from our RV monitor to manual assessments
performed by the PointAndClick-Method, which we
have shown to be superior to the StripChart-Method.
A possible reason for the high interobserver variability
with the StripChart-Method might be that it is up to
the observer’s judgment to pick one respiratory cycle
for dPP calculation, as an exact sine wave over several
respiratory cycles is rare. Additionally, the scale-
reading precision seems to be low. Therefore, we
consider the StripChart-Method to be inadequate for
manual dPP calculations. Consequently, what re-
searchers, clinicians and patients truly need is a con-
sensus about standardization of measurement to
transfer monitoring of heart-lung interaction from
experimental conditions to clinical practice.

In summary, we have shown that a manual
assessment of dPP values should be done by the
PointAndClick-Method. To assess dPP continuously
at the bedside, an automatic algorithm is required.
Measuring dPP by the studied automated device
achieves similar results compared with the manual
PointAndClick-Method. Assessing airway pressures
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Figure 2. Bland-Altman plots of the comparison between manual PointAndClick-Method versus respiratory variation (RV)
(upper plot), and manual PointAndClick-Method versus RVslim (bottom).
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does not seem to be necessary for obtaining automated
dPP measurements. The value of dPP measurements to
monitor intraoperative fluid management awaits further
clinical studies.

APPENDIX

Details of the Respiratory Variation (RV) Algorithm
Signal processing within the RV algorithm is split

into different steps according to Figure 3. In the
preprocessing step the input signals are filtered to
remove artifacts and outliers in the raw signals. In
the second step, the automatic detection algorithm
identifies the breathing cycle based on (a) the air-
way pressure (PAW) curve or alternatively (b) on
the pressure variation of the arterial blood pressure
(ABP) signal. Both signals were acquired by a
standard patient monitor.

Data sequences including two respiration cycles
are processed consecutively: (a) For the PAW signal

a second order low pass Butterworth (LPBW) filter
with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz is used. The
beginning and end of a respiratory cycle is detected
using a trigger threshold of 10%. (b) For ABP signal
the median-filtered (length � 9, corresponds to a 7
ms time window) ABP signal is fed through a sixth
order LPBW filter (cutoff frequency of 0.2 Hz),
followed by the respiration cycle detection (Fig. 4).

Within the detected respiration cycle the ABP
systolic peaks are detected by applying a third order
LPBW filter with a cutoff frequency of 8 Hz fol-
lowed by a peak detection using a threshold algo-
rithm. Systolic peaks are considered only if a local
minimum is recognized just before the systole.
Using the arterial pressure wave form, maximal
(PPmax) and minimal (PPmin) values of pulse pressure
(PP) were determined over one respiratory cycle. Ac-
cording to Michard et al.,7 difference in pulse pressure
(dPP) values were calculated as the difference between

SPV 
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ABP–Peak 
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dPP & SPV 
calculation 

Preprocessing Stage Decision Stage 

Figure 3. System setup of the respiratory variation (RV) algorithm. PAW � airway pressure signal; ABP � arterial blood
pressure signal; dPP � differences in pulse pressure; SPV � systolic pressure variation.
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detection (�) and corresponding diastolic (x) and mean (o) blood pressure values. All markers are drawn at the systolic peak
time.
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PPmax and PPmin divided by the mean of the two
values, and is expressed as a percentage:

dPP � 100 � �
PPmax � PPmin

PPmax � PPmin

2 � [%]

Systolic pressure variation (SPV) is defined as the differ-
ence between maximal and minimal values of systolic
arterial blood pressure recorded over a respiratory cycle.
The systolic blood pressure during a little apnea period
after expiration, is the baseline for measuring deltaUp
(�Up) and deltaDown (�Down). SPV is calculated ac-
cording to: SPV � �Up � �Down[mm Hg]. With-
out the PAW signal the SPV was calculated by the
difference between the maximum and minimum systolic
blood pressure.

In the last step of the decision stage the breath-by-
breath derived values are stored in a data file and
trend parameters are calculated using a moving me-
dian filter with a user adjustable length in the range of
5 to 50 respiratory cycles. The user interface to access
dPP and SPV data is shown in Figure 1.
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